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GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. For Failure to attend the Technical Meeting and Confirm Starters, Southclaine CC has 

been fined a penalty of $200. 
2. Due to the number of entries, there will be no mass start events for Junior Women 

(Omnium, Scratch, Points or Keirin). 

3. Revised Racing Program can be found on the link below: 

2017 National Track Cycling Championships – Juniors – Racing Program 

4. There will be no Qualification Heats or Second Round for the Junior Men Keirin. This will 

be a straight Final on Day 2 

5. As agreed by clubs, there will be no qualification heats for the Individual Pursuits 

6. All Standing Start Timed Events will be conducted one cyclist/team at a time. All starts 

will occur on the homestraight. 

7. Final Year Juvenile Cyclists will be allowed to enter timed events for the purpose of 

attempting a Junior Pan American Qualification Time.  

8. The top 4 Junior Men cyclists will advance directly to the Semi-Final of the Sprint.  

9. Keirin will be run as per the UCI Rules; 6 laps total with the derny leaving the track with 

3 laps remaining.  

10. Scratch Race and Tempo Race will be run over 7.5km (30 laps. The first 5 laps in the 

Tempo Race will be free after which one point for the winner of each lap will receive 1 

pt. Cyclists will receive 20 points for lapping the bunch and will lose 20 points for being 

lapped by the bunch in the Tempo Race and Points Race.  Cyclists tied on points will be 

separated by their finishing position in the last sprint.  

11. Points Race will be run over 20km (80 laps) with sprints every 10 laps. Points will be 

awarded for the first four cyclists 5, 3, 2 &1 except for the last sprint where the top four 

cyclists are awarded 10, 6, 4 & 2 points. Cyclists will receive 20 points for lapping the 

bunch and will lose 20 points for being lapped by the bunch in the Tempo Race and 

Points Race. Cyclists tied on points will be separated by their finishing position in the last 

sprint.  

12. The Track will be opened 1hour before the start of each session.  

http://ttcyclingfederation.org/assets/rules/2017%20National%20Track%20Championships%20-%20Racing%20Program%20-%20Rev2.pdf

